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I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning (DL) is currently the most popular machine-
learning method in the area of artificial intelligence. DL
programs consist of multiple, data-parallel computations (like
linear algebra routines and tensor operations), making DL
programs time intensive.

We present our work-in-progress code generation and opti-
mization approach for DL computations based on the algebraic
formalism of Multi-Dimensional Homomorphisms (MDH) [1].
We show that popular DL computations can be expressed in
the MDH formalism, thereby enabling exploiting the already
existing MDH GPU code generation and optimization ap-
proach [2], [3] which has proven to achieve high performance
and was so far not been focused on DL. Furthermore, we
show that the MDH formalism is more expressive than the
state-of-the-art DL abstractions (e.g., as provided by Ten-
sorFlow [4]): for example, MDH can express multiple DL
computations (e.g., multiple element-wise computations) as a
single MDH expression, which enables MDH optimizations
(like tiling and parallelization) across the computations. Our
experiments confirm that our MDH-based approach achieves
better performance than the state of the art, including Apache
TVM [5], [6] and Facebook’s TC [7].

II. THE MDH FORMALISM

We demonstrate the existing MDH formalism by expressing
and discussing the example of matrix multiplication:

MatMul<T∈Type|M,N,K∈N> :=

out_view<T> ( C:(i,j,k) 7→ (i,j) ) ◦
md_hom<M,N,K> ( ∗, (++1,++2, +) ) ◦
inp_view<T,T>( A:(i,j,k) 7→ (i,k) ,

B:(i,j,k) 7→ (k,j) )

Here, we first fuse the domain-specific input of MatMul –
two matrices A∈TM×K and B∈TK×N both of type T (e.g.,
T=float or T=double) – to a 3-dimensional array com-
prising pairs (A[i,k],B[k,j]) ∈ T× T. For this, we use
pattern inp_view which the MDH formalism provides to

uniformly prepare a domain-specific input for md_hom. After
fusing MatMuls’s two input matrices, we apply MatMul’s
scalar function * (multiplication) to each pair within the array,
and we combine the obtained results in dimension 1 and 2 via
++1 and ++2 (concatenation), and in dimension 3 via + (ad-
dition). Pattern out_view is trivial in this example, but could
potentially be used to store the result matrix as transposed (by
replacing ”(i,j,k)7→(i,j)” with ”(i,j,k)7→(j,i)” )
or in a stride fashion (replacing ”(i,j,k)7→(i,j)” with
”(i,j,k)7→(i*s1,j*s2)”, for strides s1,s2∈ N ), etc.

III. DL COMPUTATIONS EXPRESSED IN THE MDH
FORMALISM

Table I shows how popular DL computations are expressed
in the MDH formalism; the implementations are taken from
the TensorFlow implementation of the real-world BERT neural
network [8].

Fig. 1 shows for an illustrative example subgraph of BERT’s
computation graph that it can be expressed as a single MDH
expression, thereby enabling MDH optimizations [2], [3]
across the computation nodes (parallelization, tiling, etc).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present our preliminary experimental results on NVIDIA
V100 GPU for the example DL computations BiasAdd
Gradient (BiasAddGrad) and Batched Matrix Multiplica-
tion (BatchMatMul) [4], as well as for the BERT’s sub-
graph shown in Fig. 1. We confirm that our MDH-based
approach [2], [3] achieves better performance than the newest
versions of TensorFlow (TF) [4], TVM [5], [6], and TC [7]
on real-world data sizes taken from the BERT [8] network:

• BiasAddGrad: MDH’s speedup over TF is > 1.5×,
TVM is > 2.9×, and TC is > 1.7×;

• BatchMatMul: MDH’s speedup over TVM is > 1.1×,
and TC is > 1.9× (TF has no GPU impl. for
BatchMatMul);

• BERT’s subgraph (Fig. 1): MDH’s speedup over TF is
> 4.9×, TVM is > 3.7×, and TC is > 1.7×.



TABLE I
POPULAR DL COMPUTATIONS EXPRESSED IN THE MDH FORMALISM (SOME META-PARAMETERS OMITTED VIA ELLIPSIS FOR BREVITY).

Operator out_view<...> md_hom<...> inp_view<...>

Mul<...> OB1:(i,j) 7→ (i,j) ∗ , (++1,++2)
IB1:(i,j) 7→ (i,j) ,
IB2:(i,j) 7→ (i,j)

Sub<...> OB1:(i,j) 7→ (i,j) − , (++1,++2)
IB1:(i,j) 7→ (i,j) ,
IB2:(i,j) 7→ (i,j)

ExpandDims<axis,D∈N | ...> OB1:(i1, . . . , iD) 7→ ( . . . , iaxis−1, 0, iaxis, . . . ) id , (++1, . . .++D) IB1:(i1, . . . , iD) 7→ (i1, . . . , iD)

BiasAddGrad<NHWC| ...> OB1:(i,j) 7→ (j) id , (+, ++2) IB1:(i,j) 7→ (i,j)

BatchMatMul<N,N| ...> OB1:(b1,b2,i,j,k) 7→ (b1,b2,i,j) ∗ , (++1, . . . ,++4, +)
IB1:(b1,b2,i,j,k) 7→ (b1,b2,i,k) ,
IB2:(b1,b2,i,j,k) 7→ (b1,b2,k,j)

Fig. 1. Expressing an example subgraph of the BERT neural network (left) as a single MDH expression (right).

V. FUTURE WORK

We will significantly extend Table I, and we will describe in
detail our methodology to generating a single MDH expression
from DL subgraphs (here only briefly shown in Fig. 1 for a
simple, illustrative example). Moreover, we will extend our
experiments toward further architectures (multi-core CPUs,
etc) and neural networks.
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